PearsonAccess is our comprehensive, cloud-based management system for large-scale assessments.

Core functionality manages organizations, user roles, student data, paper and online test delivery, scoring, and reporting.

“Integration with other products enhances the efficacy of our solutions.”

PearsonAccess powers entire testing programs through a single sign-on destination, or by interfacing with other systems, providing a highly adaptable solution.

Core functionality
Powerful functionality puts a full range of test administrative features at customers’ fingertips:

- Upload, modify, and track student and test data.
- Register students for tests (paper or online).
- Order and track paper testing materials.
- Create and monitor student online testing.
- Create and manage role-based user accounts.
- Access dynamic and static reports of student results to monitor daily system activity.

Agile functionality makes it easy to configure the flexible scoring workflow:

- Create “attemptedness” rules.
- Define transformation rules.
- Configure scoring plug-ins that reduce complexity and increase configurability.
- Route student responses via a scoring broker to the correct scoring process (machine scoring, handscoring, artificial intelligence scoring).
- Access operational test attempt/status information that Pearson automatically gathers for every test.
Secure

Strong security control procedures and technologies keep customer data safe and maintain a secure testing environment. These policies and standards are updated quarterly to account for changes in information security, and govern the design and delivery of PearsonAccess.

PearsonAccess guards program data by strictly authorizing access according to user role and hierarchy level. As a rules-based system of permissions by role, users access information, data, and tasks that are appropriate for individual program duties.

User focused

By engaging customers in discussions regarding changes and enhancements, we focus on enhancing the usability of each interface for all users.

Our product managers and user experience (UX) and business analyst teams directly engage with customers to obtain input that informs our continuous investment in product development.

Configurable

PearsonAccess is highly configurable. A centralized configuration site manages both the customer-facing and the scoring processes.

Customers benefit from experts who know the system, learn customer needs, and bring it all together to enable essential configurations for each program. Our approach to configurability provides faster response times and flexibility to update systems with required changes.

Scalable

PearsonAccess quickly scales up to meet the peak volume demands of large-scale assessments. The ability to scale horizontally and vertically by adding or removing processing power as needed is a smart, cost-effective way to leverage the flexibility of cloud hosting.

With system capacity built into PearsonAccess infrastructure, architecture, and components, we provide each program the required capacity with as little disruption and expense as possible.
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www.pearsonassessments.com